
 

 Tuesday 16th June 2020  
 
Literacy  
 

 Open the attached pdf 4 Sammy Seagull’s Summer Story PowerPoint. Go through 
the story with a parent or an older sibling and try to read the parts you can and get your 
parent/sibling to help with the rest.  

After reading the story, discuss the ways we can stay safe in the sun and in the water with 
your parent/sibling.  
  

 Open the attached pdf 5 Sammy Seagull Worksheet. Pick one of the sun and one of 
the water safety worksheets to complete, whichever ones you prefer. 

Write and or Draw pictures of the things that keep us safe in the sun and water. See how 
much you can remember from the PowerPoint. 
Remember your finger gap between each word! 
 
(20 minutes)  
  
Maths  
 

 Number set Hunt. 
Take out your number cards 1-10 and the number sets 1-10. Hide the number sets 1-10 
around the garden or around the home. Give the number cards 1-10 to your child and ask 
them to find the corresponding sets and match them together. 
 
(20 minutes)  
 
 
P.E. 
 

 Warm up: Open the attached pdf 3 Name Activity. Complete the activity for each letter 
of your Mums or Dads name.  

 

 Running: Set yourself a distance and mark it out using chalk or a piece of clothing. Find 
three items of dress up clothes (hat, sunglasses, mask etc.) and place them at the end 
marking. Run from start point to the marking and put on a piece of clothing and run 
back, repeat up and back until you have put on all your dress up items and are back at 
your starting point.  

 

 Fun: Get two buckets and a cup. Place one empty bucket at your start line, fill the 
second bucket, and place it at your finish line. Run with your empty cup to the finish line 
and fill it with water from the bucket. Run back and empty the cup of water into the 
empty bucket. Repeat until the bucket at the finish line is empty and the bucket at the 
start line is full. The challenge is not to spill too much water so that you end up with a full 
bucket! 


